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We study the dynamics of the entanglement between two qubits coupled to a common chaotic environment,

described by the quantum kicked rotator model. We show that the kicked rotator, which is a single-particle

deterministic dynamical system, can reproduce the effects of a pure dephasing many-body bath. Indeed, in the

semiclassical limit the interaction with the kicked rotator can be described as a random phase kick, so that

decoherence is induced in the two-qubit system. We also show that our model can efficiently simulate non-

Markovian environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Real physical systems are never isolated and the coupling

of the system to the environment leads to decoherence. This

process can be understood as the loss of quantum informa-

tion, initially present in the state of the system, when non-

classical correlations sentanglementd establish between the
system and the environment. On the other hand, when trac-

ing over the environmental degrees of freedom, we expect

that the entanglement between internal degrees of freedom of

the system is reduced or even destroyed. Decoherence theory

has a fundamental interest, since it provides explanations of

the emergence of classicality in a world governed by the

laws of quantum mechanics f1g. Moreover, it is a threat to
the actual implementation of any quantum computation and

communication protocol f2,3g. Indeed, decoherence invali-
dates the quantum superposition principle, which is at the

heart of the potential power of any quantum algorithm. A

deeper understanding of the decoherence phenomenon seems

to be essential to develop quantum computation technolo-

gies.

The environment is usually described as a many-body

quantum system. The best-known model is the Caldeira-

Leggett model f4g, in which the environment is a bosonic
bath consisting of infinitely many harmonic oscillators at

thermal equilibrium. More recently, first studies of the role

played by chaotic dynamics in the decoherence process have

been carried out f5–9g. These investigations mainly focused
on the differences between the processes of decoherence in-

duced by chaotic and regular environments.

In this paper, we address the following question: could the

many-body environment be substituted, without changing the

effects on system’s dynamics, by a closed deterministic sys-

tem with a small number of degrees of freedom yet chaotic?

In other words, can the complexity of the environment arise

not from being many-body but from chaotic dynamics? In

this paper, we give a positive answer to this question. We

consider two qubits coupled to a single particle, fully deter-

ministic, conservative chaotic “environment,” described by

the kicked rotator model. We show that, due to this system-

environment interaction, the entropy of the system increases.

At the same time, the entanglement between the two qubits

decays, thus illustrating the loss of quantum coherence. We

show that the evolution in time of the two-qubit entangle-

ment is in good agreement with the evolution obtained in a

pure dephasing stochastic model. Since this pure dephasing

decoherence mechanism can be derived in the framework of

the Caldeira-Leggett model f10g, we have established a di-
rect link between the effects of a many-body environment

and of a chaotic single-particle environment.

Finally, we show that also non-Markovian effects natu-

rally appear in our model. This is interesting since such ef-

fects are relevant in several implementations of quantum in-

formation protocols f11g, for instance with solid-state

devices due to the coupling of the qubits to “slow” modes

such as phonons. Moreover, non-Markovian effects, apart

from some exceptions f12g, are usually very hard for analytic
treatment. On the other hand, they can be included in models

similar to the one discussed in the present paper with no

additional computational cost with respect to the Markovian

case.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II our

model of a chaotic environment is introduced; in Sec. III

both the entropy production and the entanglement decay are

investigated, and the results compared with those obtained in

the phase-kick model; in Sec. IV non-Markovian effects are

analyzed; our conclusions are drawn in Sec. V. The Bloch

representation of the phase-kick map and the short time de-

cay of the relevant bath skicked rotatord correlation functions
are discussed in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.

II. THE MODEL

We consider two qubits coupled to a quantum kicked ro-

tator. The overall system is governed by the Hamiltonian
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Ĥ = Ĥs1d + Ĥs2d + Ĥskrd + Ĥsintd, s1d

where Ĥsid=viŝx

sid si=1,2d describes the free evolution of the
two qubits,

Ĥskrd =
n̂2

2
+ k cossûdo

j

dst − jTd , s2d

the quantum kicked rotator, and

Ĥsintd = esŝz
s1d + ŝz

s2ddcossûdo
j

dst − jTd s3d

the interaction between the qubits and the kicked rotator; ŝa
sid

sa=x ,y ,zd denote the Pauli matrices of the ith qubit. Both

the cosine potential in Ĥskrd and the interaction Ĥsintd are

switched on and off instantaneously skicksd at regular time
intervals T. We consider the two qubits as an open quantum

system and the kicked rotator as their common environment.

Note that we chose noninteracting qubits as we want their

entanglement to be affected exclusively by the coupling to

the environment.

The evolution from time tT sprior to the tth kickd to time
st+1dT fprior to the st+1d-th kickg of the kicked rotator in
the classical limit is described by the Chirikov standard map:

n̄ = n + k sin u ,

ū = u + Tn̄ , smod 2pd , s4d

where sn ,ud are conjugated momentum-angle variables.

Hereafter t=t /T denotes the discrete time, measured in num-
ber of kicks. By rescaling n→p=Tn, the dynamics of Eqs.

s4d is seen to depend only on the parameter K=kT. For K
=0 the motion is integrable; when K increases, a transition to

chaos of the Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser sKAMd type is ob-
served. The last invariant KAM torus is broken for K

<0.97. If K,1 the phase space is mixed ssimultaneous pres-
ence of integrable and chaotic componentsd. If K increases

further, the stability islands progressively reduce their size;

for K@1 they are not visible any more. In this paper, we
always consider map s4d on the torus 0øu,2p, −pøp

,p. In this case, the Chirikov standard map describes the
stroboscopic dynamics of a conservative dynamical system

with two degrees of freedom which, in the fully chaotic re-

gime K@1, relaxes, apart from quantum fluctuations, to the
uniform distribution on the torus.

The Hilbert space of the global system is given by

H =H
s1d

^ H
s2d

^ H
skrd, s5d

where H
s1d and H

s2d are the two-dimensional Hilbert spaces

associated to the two qubits, and H
skrd is the Hilbert space for

the kicked rotator with N quantum levels.

The time evolution generated by Hamiltonian s1d in one
kick is described by the operator

Û = expf− i„k + esŝz
s1d + ŝz

s2dd…cossûdg

3 expF− iT n̂2
2
Gexps− id1ŝx

s1ddexps− id2ŝx
s2dd . s6d

The effective Planck constant is "eff=T=2p /N; d1=v1T,
d2=v2T; e is the coupling strength between the qubits and
the environment. The classical limit "eff→0 is obtained by

taking T→0 and k→`, in such a way that K=kT is kept
fixed.

III. LOSS OF COHERENCE INDUCED BY A CHAOTIC

ENVIRONMENT

We are interested in the case in which the environment

sthe kicked rotatord is chaotic swe consider the kicked rotator
with K@1d. The two qubits are initially prepared in a maxi-
mally entangled state, such that they are disentangled from

the environment. Namely, we suppose that at t=0 the system

is in the state

uC0l = uf+l ^ uc0l , s7d

where uf+l= 1
Î2

su00l+ u11ld is a Bell state sthe particular
choice of the initial maximally entangled state is not crucial

for our purposesd, and uc0l=oncnunl is a generic state of the
kicked rotator, with cn random coefficients such that

onucnu2=1, and unl eigenstates of the momentum operator.

The evolution in time of the global system skicked rotator
plus qubitsd is described by the unitary operator Û defined in
Eq. s6d. Therefore, any initial pure state uC0l evolves into
another pure state uCstdl= ÛtuC0l. The reduced density ma-
trix r12std describing the two qubits at time t is then obtained
after tracing uCstdlkCstdu over the kicked rotator’s degrees of
freedom.

In the following we will focus our attention on the time

evolution of the entanglement E12 between the two qubits

and that between them and the kicked rotator, measured by

the reduced von Neumann entropy S12. Clearly, for states like

the one in Eq. s7d, we have E12s0d=1, S12s0d=0. As the total
system evolves, we expect that E12 decreases, while S12
grows up, thus meaning that the two-qubit system is progres-

sively losing coherence.

The entanglement of formation E12 of a generic two-qubit

state r12 can be evaluated following Ref. f13g. First of all we
compute the concurrence, defined as C=maxsl1−l2−l3
−l4 ,0d, where the li’s are the square roots of the eigenval-

ues of the matrix R=r12r̃12, in decreasing order. Here r̃12 is
the spin flipped matrix of r12, and it is defined by r̃12= ssy

^ sydr12
! ssy ^ syd snote that the complex conjugate is taken

in the computational basis hu00l , u01l , u10l , u11ljd. Once the
concurrence has been computed, the entanglement of forma-

tion is obtained as E=hfs1+Î1−C2d /2g, where h is the bi-

nary entropy function: hsxd=−x log2 x− s1−xdlog2s1−xd,
with x= s1+Î1−C2d /2. The other quantity studied in our in-
vestigations is the entanglement between the two qubits and

the kicked rotator, measured by the von Neumann entropy

S=−Trfr12 log2 r12g of the reduced density matrix r12.

If the kicked rotator is in the chaotic regime and in the

semiclassical region "eff!1, it is possible to drastically sim-
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plify the description of the system in Eq. s1d by using the
random phase-kick approximation, in the framework of the

Kraus representation formalism. Since, to a first approxima-

tion, the phases between two consecutive kicks in the chaotic

regime can be considered as uncorrelated, the interaction

with the environment can be simply modeled as a phase-kick

rotating both qubits through the same random angle about

the z axis of the Bloch sphere. This rotation is described by

the unitary matrix

R̂sud = Fe−ie cos u 0

0 eie cos uG ^ Fe−ie cos u 0

0 eie cos uG , s8d

where the angle u is drawn from a uniform random distribu-
tion in f0,2pd. The one-kick evolution of the reduced den-
sity matrix r12 is then obtained after averaging over u:

r̄12 =
1

2p
E
0

2p

duR̂sude−id2ŝx
s2d
e−id1ŝx

s1d
r12e

id1ŝx
s1d
eid2ŝx

s2d
R̂†sud .

s9d

In order to assess the validity of the random phase-kick

approximation, we numerically investigate model s1d in the
classically chaotic regime K@1 and in the region "eff!1 in
which the environment is a semiclassical object. Under these

conditions, we expect that the time evolution of the entangle-

ment can be accurately predicted by the random phase

model. Such expectation is confirmed by the numerical data

shown in Fig. 1. Even though differences between the two

models remain at long times due to the finite number N of

levels in the kicked rotator, such differences appear at later

and later times when N→` s"eff→0d. The parameter K has
been chosen much greater than one, so that the classical

phase space of the kicked rotator can be considered as com-

pletely chaotic. The actual value K<99.726 76 approxi-
mately corresponds to a zero of the Bessel function J2sKd.
This is to completely wipe off memory effects between con-

secutive and next-consecutive kicks fsee Sec. IV Eqs. s13d
and s14d for detailsg.
We point out that the random phase model can be derived

from the Caldeira-Leggett model with a pure dephasing cou-

pling ~sŝ
z

s1d
+ ŝ

z

s2ddokgkq̂k, with gk coupling constant to the

kth oscillator of the environment, whose coordinate operator

is q̂k f10,14g. This establishes a direct link between our cha-
otic single-particle environment and a standard many-body

environment.

Numerical simulations show that, when the kicked rotator

is chaotic, the pairwise entanglement E12 between the two

qubits decays exponentially at short times:

E12std , e−Gt, s10d

with the rate G=ae2 proportional to e2. This is clearly seen
from Figs. 2 and 3 f15g. In Fig. 2 we plot the decay of
entanglement E12 in time, for different values of the oscilla-

tion frequencies d1 and d2 of the two qubits, at a fixed value
of the coupling strength e with the environment. The short
time decay of E12 is always exponential and superimposed to

oscillations whose frequency is determined by the internal

dynamics of the two qubits f16g. Such oscillations can be
clearly seen for d1=d2 /Î2=10−3 sdashed curved, while their
amplitude and period are too small to be seen on the scale of

the figure for d1=d2 /Î2=10−1 ssolid curved. Finally, oscilla-
tions are absent at d1=d2 /Î2=10−4 sdotted curved, as in this
case their period is longer than the time scale for entangle-

ment decay. Analogous remarks can be done about the oscil-

lations in the entanglement production, measured by the re-

FIG. 1. Reduced von Neumann entropy S12 smain figured and
entanglement E12 sinsetd as a function of time at K<99.73, d1
=10−2, d2=Î2d1, e=8310−3. The thin curves correspond to differ-

ent number of levels for the environment sthe kicked rotatord sN
=29 ,210 ,211 ,212 ,213 ,214 from bottom to top in the main figure and

vice versa in the insetd. The thick curves give the numerical results
from the random phase model s9d.

FIG. 2. Entanglement E12 as a function of time for two qubits

coupled to a chaotic kicked rotator sK<99.73d with N=214 levels

and coupling strength e=0.016. The various curves are for different

oscillation frequencies of the qubits: d1=d2 /Î2=10−1, ssolid curved,
10−3 sdashed curved, 10−4 sdotted curved. The thick dashed line
gives the analytic estimate s11d, valid in the regime d1 ,d2!e!1.

Inset: same as in the main figure but for the von Neumann entropy

S12. The thick dashed curve is the estimate s12d.
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duced von Neumann entropy plotted in the inset of Fig. 2.

An analytic estimate of the entanglement decay rate and

of the entropy production can be derived from the random

phase-kick model, in the limiting case d1 ,d2!e!1, that is,
when the internal dynamics of the two qubits can be ne-

glected on the time scale for entanglement decay. Starting

from Eq. s9d, it is possible to explicitly write down the map
r12→ r̄12 in the Bloch representation, see Eqs. sA5d in Ap-
pendix A. Though in general these equations have to be

solved numerically, in Appendix A we provide an explicit

analytic solution valid for d1 ,d2!e!1. In that case, for
e2t!1 we obtain:

E12std . 1 −
4e2t

ln 2
, s11d

S12std .
2e2t

ln 2
f1 − lns2e2tdg , s12d

consistently with the numerically obtained behavior of Eq.

s10d for small times, with a<4/ ln 2. The analytic estimates
s11d for E12 and s12d for S12 are shown as thick dashed

curves in Fig. 2. A very good agreement with numerical data

can be clearly seen for d1 ,d2!e!1.
In Fig. 3 the decay rate G of entanglement as a function of

e is shown; circles represent numerical data, while the

dashed line is the analytic estimate of Eq. s11d. A dependence
G~e2 is found in both cases. In the inset we plot the char-
acteristic time scale tS for the von Neumann entropy produc-

tion. The time scale tS has been determined from the condi-

tion S12stSd=C=0.002 sthe value chosen for C is not cruciald.
As before, circles stand for numerical data, while the dashed

line is obtained from Eq. s12d. From this figure we can con-
clude that the dependences of both G and tS on the system-

environment coupling strength e are correctly reproduced by

Eqs. s11d and s12d, even though the oscillations due to the
internal system’s dynamics cannot be reproduced by these

analytic estimates. Finally, we point out that, as clear from

Fig. 1, in the semiclassical chaotic regime s"eff!1 and K

@1d both G and tS can be reproduced with great accuracy by
the random phase-kick model.

We would like to stress that the results discussed in this

section do not depend on the initial condition uc0l in s7d,
provided that the kicked rotator is in the chaotic regime. On

the other hand, we have found that both the entanglement

decay and the entropy production strongly depend on uc0l in
the integrable region K,1. This implies that only in the
chaotic regime a single particle can behave as a dephasing

environment.

Finally we notice that, contrary to other bath models f14g,
the random phase-kick model does not generate entangle-

ment between the two qubits. This has been numerically

checked for model s1d both for initial pure separable states
and for separable mixtures. Moreover we also checked that,

starting from a generic two qubit entangled state, the inter-

action with a chaotic memoryless environment cannot in-

crease entanglement. Namely, we considered 107 random ini-

tial conditions with E12s0dÞ0 and we found that, already

after t,100 kicks, entanglement has been always lowered:
E12std,E12s0d.

IV. NON-MARKOVIAN EFFECTS

The model governed by Eq. s1d is very convenient for
numerical investigations of decoherence. It can also be used

to study physical situations which cannot be easily treated by

means of analytic techniques using many-body environments

like in the Caldeira-Leggett model. For instance, one could

simulate, with the same computational cost, more complex

couplings se.g., when the direction of the coupling changes
in timed or non-Markovian environments.
In this section, we show that memory effects naturally

appear in our model, outside the range of validity of the

random phase approximation. First of all, we point out that,

given the coupling Ĥsintd~cos û, the bath correlation function
relevant for the study of memory effects is

kcosfustdgcosfust8dgl. Even in the chaotic regime, the phases
are not completely uncorrelated: in the classical Chirikov

standard map s4d correlations between cosines of the phases
in two consecutive kicks are zero, but the same correlations

between phases of two next-consecutive kicks do not vanish.

As shown in Appendix B, we have

kcos u cos ūl = 0, s13d

kcos u cos u% l =
J2sKd
2
, s14d

where, given u=ustd, ū=ust+1d, and u% =ust+2d, J2sKd is the
Bessel function of the first kind of index 2 and K is the

classical chaos parameter. Correlations between more distant

kicks, kcosfustdgcosfust8dgl, with t8− t.2, though nonvanish-
ing, are very weak for K@1, therefore hereafter we will

FIG. 3. Decay rates G of the entanglement E12 smain figured and
time scales tS for the von Neumann entropy sobtained from

S12stSd=0.002d sinsetd as a function of the coupling strength e for

N=214, K<99.73, d1=d2 /Î2=10−2. Both numerical data scirclesd
and the analytic predictions sdashed curvesd given by Eq. s11d
smain figured and Eq. s12d sinsetd are shown.
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neglect them. Correlations in the kicked rotator dynamics

eventually result in a modification of the decay rate G of

entanglement, as it is clearly shown in Fig. 4, where we plot

the dependence of G as a function of K.
In order to study analytically memory effects on the en-

tanglement decay, we provide a simple generalization of the

random phase-kick model s9d, so that the correlations of Eqs.
s13d and s14d are taken into account. We use the following
conditional probability distribution for the angle ū at time t
+1, given the angle u at time t:

psūuud = 5ÎJ2dFū − u +
p

2
s− 1dtG + 1 − ÎJ2

2p
, sJ2 . 0d ,

Î− J2dFū − u −
p

2
G + 1 − Î− J2

2p
, sJ2 , 0d .6

s15d

This distribution corresponds to having a ū angle which is

correlated with u si.e., ū=u±p /2d with probability pc
=ÎuJ2u, and completely uncorrelated with probability pnc=1

−pc. For our purposes, the relevant properties of the prob-

ability distribution psu , ūd=psudpsū uud are: eduedūpsu , ūd

=1; eduedūpsu , ūdcos u cos ū=0; eduedūpsu ,u% dcos u

3 cos u% =J2 /2. Therefore, Eq. s15d is a convenient distribu-
tion probability leading to a decay of the bath correlation

function as in Eqs. s13d and s14d for the kicked rotator
model. Of course, other probability distributions could

equally well reproduce such decay.

Given the probability distribution psū uud, we can replace
s9d with the following two-kicks time evolution map:

r%12 = E
0

2p

duE
0

2p

dūpsu, ūdR̂sūdR̂sudr12R̂
†sudR̂†sūd ,

s16d

where r12 and r%12 denote the two-qubit density matrix at

times t and t+2 and psu , ūd is the joint probability to have a
rotation through an angle u at a time t and through an angle

ū at time t+1. Therefore, psu , ūd accounts for correlations
between the angles at subsequent kicks. Clearly, if angles are

completely uncorrelated we have psu , ūd=1/4p2, thus recov-

ering the random phase-kick model s9d. Note that, for the
sake of simplicity, map s16d has been written for d1=d2=0
sthe generalization of this map to d1 ,d2Þ0 is straightfor-
wardd.
The phase-kick model s16d can be simulated by using the

quantum trajectories approach f17–19g. This method is very
convenient in the study of dissipative systems: instead of

solving a master equation, one stochastically evolves a state

vector, and then averages over many runs. At the end, we get

the same probabilities as the ones directly obtained through

the density matrix. In our case, the effect of the kicked rota-

tor on the two-qubits wave function is simply that of a rota-

tion through an angle whose value is drawn according to the

probability distribution s15d. Numerical data obtained with
the quantum trajectories method are plotted in Fig. 4 sstarsd;
notice that, at K@1, they are in good agreement with data
from simulation of the Hamiltonian model s1d scirclesd.
It is also possible to give an analytic estimate of the decay

rate GsKd in the limit in which the free evolution of the two
qubits can be neglected si.e., we take d1 ,d2!e!1d. As for
the random phase model s9d, in this limit the effect of map
s16d is pure dephasing. At every map step the density matrix
r12 is of the form of Eq. sA8d. The coherences Dt can be

computed by iterating Eq. s16d. We obtain what follows for
the first time steps:

D1 = 1 − 4e2,

D2 = 1 − 8e2,

D3 = 1 − f12 + 8J2sKdge2,

D4 = 1 − f16 + 16J2sKdge2. s17d

Assuming an exponential decay of entanglement, E12std
,e−Gt, we can evaluate G starting from D3 and D4: G
< lnsE3 /E4d. Thus, from Eqs. s17d we obtain the following
analytic estimate:

G <
4e2

ln 2
f1 + 2J2sKdg . s18d

In the inset of Fig. 4 we compute the entanglement decay

rates as a function of K in the case d1=d2=0. This figure
clearly shows that the rates obtained from numerical data for

the chaotic environment model scirclesd are in good agree-
ment, when K@1, with the analytic estimate s18d ssolid
curved.

FIG. 4. Oscillations of the entanglement decay rate G as a func-

tion of the classical chaos parameter K, at e=5310−3, d1=d2 /Î2
=10−2, N=214 scirclesd. Stars show the results obtained from a

quantum trajectory approach swith average over 5000 trajectoriesd
applied to the phase-kick model s16d. Inset: entanglement decay
rates as a function of K for e=5310−3, d1=d2=0, N=2

14 scirclesd.
The solid curve shows the analytic estimate s18d.
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We point out that the oscillations with K of the entangle-

ment decay rate GsKd are ruled by the Bessel function J2sKd,
in the same way as for the well-known K oscillations of the

classical diffusion coefficient DsKd f20g. Therefore, the en-
tanglement decay rate is strictly related to a purely classical

quantity. The ultimate reason of this relation is rooted in the

fact that the bath correlation function relevant for the study

of memory effects, kcosfustdgcosfust8dgl, also determines the
deviations of the diffusion coefficient DsKd from the random
phase approximation value K2 /2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared a fully unitary model of the overall

system-environment dynamics with a random phase-kick

model, which is a standard phenomenological description of

the evolution of the system in a dephasing environment. We

have shown that a single particle in the chaotic regime can be

equivalent to a bath with infinitely many degrees of freedom

as a dephasing environment. This provides a clear example

of the relevance of chaos to decoherence and indicates that

the complexity of the environment, rather than the number of

degrees of freedom, matters in the decoherence process. Fur-

thermore, also memory effects can be included in a single

particle chaotic environment. This observation paves the way

to a convenient numerical simulation of non-Markovian dy-

namics. Indeed, both exponential and power-law decays of

the bath ssingle particled correlation functions can be ob-
tained in chaotic maps f21,22g. Therefore, these maps could
be used to efficiently simulate important quantum noise

models such as random telegraphic or 1 / f noise.
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APPENDIX A: THE RANDOM PHASE MODEL

Here we provide an explicit set of equations describing

map s9d in the Bloch representation. In such representation, a
generic two-qubit mixed state can be written

r12 =
1

4
Î ^ Î +o

i=1

3

aisŝi ^ Îd +o
j=1

3

b jsÎ ^ ŝ jd

+ o
i,j=1

3

gijsŝi ^ ŝ jd . sA1d

We insert this expansion into Eq. s9d and evaluate the com-
mutators between r12 and the terms that multiply r12 on the

right in s9d feid1ŝx

s1d
, eid2ŝx

s2d
, and R̂†sudg. For this purpose, we

use the standard commutation rules for the Pauli matrices:

fŝi,ŝ jg = 2ieijkŝk, sA2d

where eijk is the Levi-Civita tensor, which is equal to +1 if
ijk is an even permutation of 123, to −1 for odd permutations

and 0 otherwise. We also use the identity

eidŝx = scos ddÎ + issin ddŝx sA3d

and expand the exponentials in R̂†sud to the second order in
e. The average over u is then performed using

kcos2n+1 ulu = 0,

kcos2 ulu =
1

2 , kcos4 ulu =
3

8 . sA4d

In this way we arrive at the following one-kick map, valid

in the approximation e ,d1 ,d2!1:

āx = axs1 − e2d ,

āy = ays1 − e2d − 2d1az,

āz = az + 2d1ay ,

b̄x = bxs1 − e2d ,

b̄y = bys1 − e2d − 2d2bz,

b̄z = bz + 2d2by ,

ḡxx = gxxs1 − 2e2d + 2e2gyy ,

ḡyy = gyys1 − 2e2d + 2e2gxx − 2d1gzy − 2d2gyz,

ḡzz = gzz + 2d1gyz + 2d2gzy ,

ḡxy = gxys1 − 2e2d − 2e2gyx − 2d2gxz,

ḡyx = gyxs1 − 2e2d − 2e2gxy − 2d2gzx,

ḡxz = gxzs1 − 2e2d + 2d2gxy ,

ḡzx = gzxs1 − 2e2d + 2d1gyx,

ḡyz = gyzs1 − 2e2d − 2d1gzz + 2d2gyy ,

ḡzy = gzys1 − 2e2d + 2d1gyy − 2d2gzz. sA5d

Note that these equations can be straightforwardly general-

ized to the continuous time limit.

We now focus on the case in which the two qubits are

initially in the Bell state uf+l, so that the only nonzero coor-
dinates in the Bloch representation of r12st=0d= uf+lkf+u are
gxx=gzz=−gyy=1/4. The system in Eq. sA5d then reduces to
a set of five coupled equations for the g’s:

ḡxx = gxxs1 − 2e2d + 2e2gyy ,

ḡyy = gyys1 − 2e2d + 2e2gxx − 2d1gzy − 2d2gyz,
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ḡzz = gzz + 2d1gyz + 2d2gzy ,

ḡyz = gyzs1 − 2e2d − 2d1gzz + 2d2gyy ,

ḡzy = gzys1 − 2e2d + 2d1gyy − 2d2gzz. sA6d

Their solution after t map steps is given, in the limiting case

d1 ,d2!e!1, by

gxxstd < − gyystd <
1

4
− e2t, gzzstd <

1

4
. sA7d

Note that here we also require e2t!1. The corresponding
density matrix is

r12std =
1

21
1 0 0 Dt

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Dt 0 0 1
2 , sA8d

with

Dt = 1 − 4e2t . sA9d

The calculation of the von Neumann entropy S12std and of
the entanglement E12std for state sA8d is straightforward and
leads to Eqs. s11d and s12d.

APPENDIX B: ANGULAR CORRELATIONS IN THE

CHIRIKOV STANDARD MAP

After rescaling the angular momentum n→p=Tn, the

Chirikov standard map s4d becomes

p̄ = p + K sin u ,

ū = u + p̄, smod 2pd , sB1d

where K=kT. In this appendix we provide a simple proof of

Eqs. s13d and s14d, namely we evaluate correlations between
the cosines of the phases of two consecutive and next-

consecutive kicks. Averages are performed over all the input

phase space:

kfsu,pdl ; lim
P→`

HE
−P

P dp

2P
E
0

2p
fsu,pd
2p

duJ . sB2d

By using Eq. sB1d, we obtain the following equalities for
correlations between two consecutive kicks:

kcos u cos ūl = kcos u cossu + p + K sin udl = kcos pl

3kcos u cossu + K sin udl

− ksin plkcos u sinsu + K sin udl = 0,

sB3d

where we have used some trivial trigonometric identities,

and kcos xl= ksin xl=0.
Correlations between two next-consecutive kicks are

evaluated by considering values at times t+1 sdenoted by an
overbard and t−1 sdenoted by an underbard. The map in Eq.
sB1d can be straightforwardly inverted to give backward evo-
lution:

pI = p − K sinsu − pd ,

uI = u − p, smod 2pd . sB4d

Therefore, from Eqs. sB1d and sB4d, after some simple alge-
bra we obtain:

kcos ū cos uI l = kcossu + p + K sin udcossu − pdl

=
1

2
kcoss2u + K sin udl =

1

2
J−2sKd =

1

2
J2sKd ,

sB5d

where

JnsKd =
1

2p
E
0

2p

cossK sin u − nuddu sB6d

is the Bessel function of the first kind of index n.
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